
22nd June 2007 

The General Manager 
Adjudication\ Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
P.O. Box 1199 
Dickson ACT 2602. 

Dear Sir / Madam 
Response to Unsigned Submission bv 
Toll Geelong Port's Ptv Ltd (TGP) 

Exclusive Dealing Notification N92776 use of Fieee Cranes 
To 

:Previous submissions to the ACCC bv 
Bruce Stevens Bulk Commodities Ptv Ltd (BSBC) 

Response to TGP Initial Opening Comments 

BSBC stands by thecontent all previous submissions and correspondence to the 
ACCC and asserts that they are well researched and accurate accounts of events and 
matters relevant to the ACCC. 

In presenting their Exclusive Dealing Notification N92776 to the ACCC, BSBC 
believes that TGP has presented their case based on an over simplified ideology 
purposefully designed to reduce competition at Geelong port to maximize the use of 
their figee cranes. 

The notification is not in the public interest. It does not make Geelongport more 
efficient, but effectively eliminates competition and subjects users of the port to 
higher costs. This action in turn inhibits net public benefit and is highlighted by the 
fact that TGP has a conflict of interest in managing the port of Geelong, as on one 
hand TGP is a Port Authority / Port Manager on the other hand is a service provider ie 
(figee cranes) and also in addition a Stevedoring Company. 



With regards to the unsigned Toll Geelongports (TGP) submission dated 16" May 
2007 we have already addressed those issues in previous submission and they require 
no fbrther explanation. 

The final issue that needs to be addressed in TGP initial opening comments is "Figee 
cranes minimize environmental risks by reducing the amount of dust and other 
harmful substances released into the environment". This statement is astonishing and 
unfortunate that TGP have elected to attack BSBC on environmental issues at the port 
of Geelong. 

It is common knowledge with most Geelong port users and Stevedores that TGP 
experience major spillage problems with the grab sealing system on the figee cranes. 
The four rope grabs that TGP use on the figee cranes have been a major source of 
environmental problems for TGP by way of air pollution and fertilizer spillage into 
Corio Bay, as the attached recent photographs show. 

The statement by TGP on page 1 last paragraph 'TGP has also shown the importance 
of the Figee cranes from an environmental point of view" is a misleading statement as 
they are no more or less environmentally sound that most cranes. Indeed GrainCorp 
and AQIS have accepted the soundness of cranes used by BSBC from an 
environmental point of view. (see attached letter) 

BSBC are also involved with TGP port users at numerous other Australian ports and it 
is important to note that Geelong is only one of up to four ports of call against any one 
specific voyage; therefore there are numerous other defining constraints other than the 
figee cranes that determine the type of vessel fixture and discharge ports of call. For 
example Hunter Grain Pty Ltd, BSBC provides Stevedore equipment to Hunter Grain 
Pty Ltd at Kwinana, Newcastle and Brisbane, whereby the recent gearless Panamax 
vessel chartered by Hunter Grain will not become regular occurrences as ships cranes 
are required to discharge Hunter Grain vessels in Brisbane and also to place 
excavators and other equipment on board during discharge operations at the other 
ports. 



TGP Response to BSBC Comments 1 Submissions 

This section addresses TGP response to the BSBC record of meeting with the ACCC 
On 27 March 2007, the written response by BSBC to ACCC dated 3 April 2007, 
the facsimile from BSBC to the ACCC dated 19 April 2007, the email from Bruce 
Stevens to the ACCC dated 27 April 2007 and the letter fiom BSBC to the ACCC of 8 
May 2007. 

Record of Meeting dated 27 March 2007 

1. No comment. 

2. BSBC Grabs are transported in and out of Geelong on Incitec Pivot Limited (IPL) 
Hi-Fert Pty Ltd and Hunter Grain Pty Ltd vessels from other ports as a condition 
ofcharter parties at no cost to BSBC. 

3. BSBC comments excluded fiom the public register. 

4. TGP assumptions only, no comments required by BSBC 

5. BSBC comments excluded from the public register. 

6. BSBC provides a extremely efficient service to clients such as Incitec Pivot 
Limited (IPL), Hi-Fert Pty Ltd, Hunter Grain Pty Ltd, Rio Tinto, Impact Fertilisers 
Australia, GrainCorp Limited, CSBP Wesfmers, Summit Rural Pty Ltd, United 
Fanners Pty Ltd and Interfert Australia Pty Ltd, CSL Australia, Omya Australia Pty 
Ltd, Impact Fertilisers Pty Ltd and the Stevedoring Companies etc as all will attest. 

BSBC has been providing an efficient and low cost service to the above clients for 
over the 18 years to meet their customers intake requirements and for TGP to attack 
BSBC credibility has no substance what so ever. Unfortunately, bottlenecks occur at 
all major ports around Australia, the inference by TGP that bottlenecks will not occur 
at Geelong if the ACCC up hold TGP's Exclusive Dealing Notification N92776 and 
that two figee cranes will eliminate bottlenecks is misleading. 



With regards to Hi-Fert's purpose build storages at Geelong in our view its not for 
TGP / figee cranes to tell Hi-Fert how to run their business its for Hi-Fert to determine 
the most efficient and cost effective way to discharge their vessel's as Hi-Fert does in 
all other Australian ports. 

7. BSBC has no issue with TGP governing the overall efficiency of the port, however 
BSBC believes that the port users should have the fkeedom of choice to determine the 
most efficient and cost effective way to discharge their bulk carriers which will in turn 
provide a major contribution to the public benefit and also benefit the port of Geelong. 

8. Toll Stevedoring costs are double when two ships cranes are used ie ($4.00 per 
ton) compared to ($2.00 per ton) for the two figee cranes is correct. However, the 
additional Stevedoring cost is more than recouped when BSBC Grabs and Hoppers 
are used. BSBC Grabs and Hoppers combined hire rates vary between $1.50 / $2.00 
per ton, compared to the figee cranes hire rate $5.00 / $6.00 per ton therefore the total 
savings to port users when employing BSBC Grabs and Hoppers amounts to savings 
of between $1.50 and $2.50 per ton on a two gang discharge basis. 

Should port users wish to increase productivity and hire three BSBC Grabs and 
Hoppers to discharge a vessel, the hire rate remains the same at $1.50 to $2.00 per ton 
whilst the Stevedoring rate increases marginally fkom $4.00 per ton to $4.55 per ton. 

9. TGP lacks experience in these matters and needs to look at common Stevedore 
practice at other Australian ports before making rash statements as it is common 
practice at many Australian ports to work a vessel with up to four (4) stevedore gangs 
at any one time on wharfs with less than half the surface area to Lascelles wharf. 

10. BSBC comments excluded fiom the public register. 

1 1. BSBC comments excluded from the public register. 

12. BSBC comments excluded from the public register. 

13. BSBC stands by previous therefore no further comments required. 

14. BSBC no comment 



Truck curfews apply to Francis Street, Yarraville after 10 pm and are a major factor 
that determine vessel discharge and storage receival rates in Melbourne. 

15. The import volumes quoted by TGP between 04/05 1,481,273 tonnes and 07/08 
forecast 1,113,356 tomes are to be expected considering the impact of the worst 
drought 100 years has had on the farming communities across the wheat belt in 
Victoria. 

\ 
Unfortunately, the above scenario also applies to all other east coast ports of Australia 
over the same period time, whereby the drought has caused crops to fail which has 
greatly reduced the volumes of fertilizer being imported into Geelong by Incitec Pivot 
Limited (IPL), Hi-Fert, Impact Fertilisers and Interfert Pty Ltd etc. 

TGP needs to understand that the current downward trend is only limited to the extent 
of the drought and will greatly improve when the drought ends. Therefore, TGP also 
needs to understandthat the true extent of their new client and product acquisition 
from Port Melbourne.has not been fully realized. All businesses experience the 
vagaries of their particular industry, so that when the drought finally ends the volumes 
of imported product-into Geelong will increase considerably. 

16. TGP are wrong~and need to closely examine their roll in the Geelong port as TGP 
on one side of theirargument say they are fostering business at Geelong when it suits 
their argument to support the discharge rate of the figee cranes, however when a port 
user who cannot truck or receive product at their storage facility at the figee crane 
discharge rate, TGP say the port user is inefficient and contrary to the public interest. 

The reason why TGP say there is a trend away from fertilizer as the main imported 
bulk product through TGP is due to the drought, which TGP are reluctant to note 
exists as the drought does not support their argument as the reason behind declines in 
imports. 

17. Fact, therefore no comment required. 

18. BSBC no comment. 



19. With regards "tip offs" BSBC work out of many ports around the Australian 
coastwith many Stevedores and many Fertiliser Importers whereby "tip offs" never 
occur as there are appropriate management strategies in place to avoid "tip offs." 

The "tip offs" in the photographs that TGP display in their latest submission to the 
ACCC are illegal, as they show that TGP have no environmental management strategy 
in place as the "tip offs" are dumped close to the edge of the wharf so should a sudden 
down pour of rain or strong wind occur the "tip offs" would firstly be lost to the 
fertilizer importer (which is costly) or washed into the waterway polluting Corio Bay. 

For TGP to have an efficient pollution control management strategy in place any over 
loaded trucks that need to "tip off' TGP by law must provide a proper enclosed space 
well away fiom the wharf for trucks to "tip off'. 

The reason that "tip offs" do not occur at other ports is because the port managers / 
stevedores have an efficient "tip off' management strategy in place which appears non 
existent at TGP. At other ports truck drivers know and indicate to the stevedores a 
truck fill position depending on the product which is easily ascertained from the local 
weighbridge. This system works at all other Australian ports to client / stevedore 
satisfaction hence the demand for BSBC equipment, except at Toll GeelongPorts. 

TGP contradicts itself as on one side of their argument TGP insist ship's gear is 
inefficient and pollutes and on the other side TGP say they have no problem with 
ship's gear being used in peak shipping periods to help TGP eliminate problems with 
clients. 

TGP also display a series of photographs that TGP claim demonstrate the existence of 
environmental issues associated with the use of ship's gear taken with regards to 
spillage and air pollution fiom dust emissions during ship discharge operations. Please 
refer to the attached recent photographs taken of pollution emissions from the TGP 
figee cranes / grabs at Lascelles wharf. 

20. TGP states that there is no level of competition between BSBC and TGP. If this 
were true then there would have been no need for TGP to lodge the Exclusive Dealing 
Notification N92776 with the ACCC. No fbrther comment required to address this 
question. 



2 1. TGP assumptions only no further comment required. 

Submissions made on 3rd April 2007 

Adopting the same paragraph numbering BSBC responds as follows: 

2.1 BSBC stands by previous comments, therefore no fhther comment required. 

\ 
2.2 BSBC stands by previous comments, therefore no further comment required. 

2.3 Ref record of meeting between ACCC and Bulk Cargo Services (BCS) pages 2 
paragraph 2. 

2.4 BSBC standsdby.previous comments, therefore no further comment required. 

2.5 BSBC stands by previous comments, therefore no further comment required. 

2.6 BSBC stands by previous comments, therefore no further comment required. 

2.7 BSBC stands by-previous comments, therefore no further comment required. 

2.8 TGP assumptions only. BSBC stand by previous comments. 

2.9 With regards to the issue of "Public Benefit" TGP point out in TGP submission 
Page 8, Para 4 "it must be remembered that the role of the TGP as a Port Authority is 
to manage the port as efficiently as possible for all customers not individual 
customers". BSBC believes that Toll's have a major conflict of interest in Geelong. . 
Toll Geelongport is a Port Authority. They are also the hirer of ship discharge 
equipment (ie figee cranes).They are also a Stevedoring Company, therefore how can 
TGP be unbiased and manage Geelong efficiently with all of the above interests. 
Finally, where is the public interest and benefit if TGP achieves the sole aim and the 
ACCC upholds the TGP exclusive dealing notification, as this can only remove 
competition from Geelong. 



Many customers find that Geelong port best serves their needs as it is not restricted 
with trucking curfavs, and is the most direct trucking route to their storage facilities. 
BSBC understands that Geelongport provides much faster trucking turn-around and 
hence it is a far more economical port for some customers to operate from (provided 
of course, they can rely under competitive pricing in relation to their unloading 
requirements). 

2.10 TPG's assertions regarding 'the significant environmental benefits that the figee 
crane system / grabs provides over the BSBC grab and hopper system', ignors the 
major problems TGP have had containing spillage fiom the figee crane grabs over the 
years, as can be seen in the attached photographs. TGP have experienced major 
environmental problems from recent cement clinker discharges. 

It is also interesting to note that since TGP have lodged their submission with the 
ACCC promoting the environmental benefits of the figee crane system, TGP in an 
effort to reduce spillage and pollution fi-om the figee crane grabs have instructed their 
figee crane drivers to crack the grabs before hoisting the grabs from the ships 
hold. Cracking the grab is done by part opening a full grab down the ship's hold to 
remove some of the product and reduce compaction which in turn reduces pressure in 
the grab to enable the grab jaws to seal better and reduce grab spillage, however this is 
not a common occurrence as it slows down the discharge cycle of the figee crane. 

2.1 1 BSBC stands by previous comments, therefore makes no further comments. 

BSBC Response to TGP Comments BSBC Email to ACCC Dated 19 April 2007 

It is also interesting to note that there have been many inconsistencies with TGP's 
discharge policy at Lascelles wharf prior to TGP lodging their exclusive dealing 
notification with the ACCC. For example the last time CSL Australia Ltd chartered in 
the M N  "Albany Sound" a geared fitted vessel with 30,000 tons of calcite as 
substitute vessel whilst the self discharge vessel W C S L  Pacific" was in dry dock, 
BSBC used ships cranes grabs and hoppers to discharge the vessel to the total 
satisfaction of CSL Australia Ltd and Omya Australia Pty Ltd. 

Response to to Email from Peter Ashley Omva Australia Ltd 26 April 2007 

BSBC agrees with the above response from Omya Australia Ltd. 



TGP Response to BSBC Email to ACCC dated 27 April 2007 

Paragraph I, BSBC stands by comments made in the above email to the ACCC. 

In regards to paragraph 2 and the term "fieedom of choice" is based on competition 
and sound economic rationalization. The argument put forward by Toll GeelongPort 
supports monopolistic powers which is not in the public interest and means more 
customer dissatisfaction, port inefficiencies and higher costs to customers I end users. 

TGP also argue about maximizing profits. It is important to note that TGP do not want 
competition at Lascelles wharf. This lack of competition may also result in greater 
profits to their shareholders. 

TGP make an assumption and argue on the basis by giving port users the fkeedom of 
choice comes at the expense of other port users and is not in the public interest. This is 
totally wrong. BSBC contends that each time a vessel calls at Geelong and elects to 
hire BSBC equipment, TGP still collects revenue from vessel operators ie inward 
wharfage and other port related charges. The only issue at stake for Toll GeelongPort 
is loss of revenue fiom the figee cranes. 

With reference to TGP comments regarding the MN Sunrise Missen discharge at 
Lascelles wharf. TGP with their attempt to analyse discharge on the M N  Sunrise 
Misen, have made a statement which is wrong. Omya Australia Ltd receive calcite at a 
constant rate of 800 tons per hour and not 400 tons as claimed by TGP. The discharge 
rate of the MN CSL Pacific ( Ref attached CSL Pacific Departure Report states that 
2 1,949 tons was discharged in 27 ?4 hours equates to a discharge rate of 805.46 tons 
per hour), hence the need for two figee cranes to discharge the MN Sunrise Missen, 
When the true facts are in place it can be shown that there is no greater efficiency or 
productivity. 

Finally, the 4" paragraph, here again TGP make generalisations with their attempt to 
demonstrate their knowledge of discharging bulk carriers using ships gear. The hold 
discharge rate of a vessel varies considerably, from the commencement of discharge 
when the ships holds are full of product (off the top) the grab cycle time between 
(hold to hopper back to hold) is 1 % minutes to a cycle time of up to 6 minutes for 
completing final stages of discharge. (Cycle times are dependent on the age and 
condition of the vessel I cranes). 

... 10 



A ship's hold discharge is calculated on a 3 minute average cycle basis or 20 cycles 
per hour, therefore, discharging bulk calcite with an average bulk density of 1.3 ton 
per m3 using either a 1 Om3 1 12m3 grab equals 13 tons1 15.6 tons of calcite per cycle, 
therefore the hour discharge rate based on 20 cycles per hr is between 260 tons and 
3 12 tons per hour. Therefore, 200 tons can be achieved, which TGP claimed in their 
earlier submission could not be achieved. For TGP to claim that BSBC is "uninformed 
or naive at best, mischievous at worst" is a poor attempt by TGP to discredit BSBC. 

BSBC Response to TGP response BSBC letter to ACCC 8 May 2007 

Firstly BSBC stands by all the previous comments contained in the above submission 
to the ACCC dated 8th May 2007. 

The first five paragraphs of TGP response highlights the fact that TGP has adequately 
provided for all port user needs and tries to demonstrate TGP flexibility in the port. 
However, TGP completely miss the point that most port users are discontent with the 
fact that TGP have can only supply one andlor two figee cranes at any one time which 
severely reduces the flexibility of the port which is not in the public interest. 

Finally, there are other errors of fact or omissions that are contained in the TGP 
response to the ACCC. We have not addressed these at this stage. 

BSBC Environmental Radio Control Grabs 

It is also important to note that the notification has resulted in great uncertainty 
surrounding ship discharge operations at Lascelles wharf. BSBC cannot currently or 
commercially justify frontline assets permanently based at Geelong whilst the 
notification is in place (ie Radio Control Grabs). The BSBC Grab that TGP 
photographed at Geelong was a back up touch grab seldom used at Geelongport and 
was bought around on the MN Port Alice from South Australia at short notice. The 
leakage that is shown in the TGP photographs does not occur in the Radio Control 
Grabs as they are fully enclosed grabs. 



BSBC Radio Control Grabs have developed by BSBC over the past 8 years are at the 
cutting edge of world technology and are in high demand by clients and stevedores at 
most Australian ports (Reference attached GrainCorp Operations Limited letter dated 
18" June 2007) whereby the grabs are in constant demand partly due to environmental 
requirements. 

Conclusion 

\ \ 
It is important to note that TGP throughout their previous submissions to the ACCC, 
try to discredit BSBC by saying "BSBC's response is uninformed or naive at best, 
mischievous at worst". We do not accept that assertion. 

The conduct in the notification clearly constitutes exclusive dealing and should be 
prohibited on that basis. 

The notification should also be refused on the basis it would result in the substantial 
lessening of competition and is not in the public interest or in the interest of efficiency 
or good practice. 

Bruce Stevens 
Managing Director 



Bruce Stevens 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subjoct: 

OMS Gemlong - Operations 
'OMS Geelong - Operations' 
'Peter Ashley - Omya Australia* 
CSL Padfic Voy 171 at Geelong - Oeparture Rep#t 

Good Evening, 

Departure report for above v e s s e l  attached. 

Cargo documents attached. 

W-IA MARIT- SEFRVICES PTY LTD 

D e p a r t -  R e p o r t  
*- copy ** 

Vensel/Voyaqe CSL PACIFIC V131 Port of Call Geelong 

C o m m e n c e d  Cargo Ops 11/05/2007 18:30 
Operational Sumrnary 
21,949 mt of Calcite discharged at  Geelong 
Cargo Ops Completed 12/05/2007 21:45 
Cargo Docs Completed 12/05/2007 22:OO 
Discharge 'Details 
Cargo Type CONC 
C a r g e  Description CalcAte 
Total Cargo Q t y  (MT) 21949 
Ho3d16 /MT) 21949 
Sai l ing  Date 12/05/2007 22 : 30 
Tugs  U a e d  2 

Sailing Drafts (m) 6.98 {Fwd) 7.11 (Aft) 
Sailing Bunkers (m/t) 572.80 (F/Oil) 72.60 ( D / O i i )  234.00 ( f / W )  
ETA at Melbourne 13/05/2007 03:00 

Best R e g a r b ,  
As Agents Only 
Brian Woods 
Operations O f f i c e r  
OMS Geelong 
172 Latrobe Terrace. Geelong, 
VIC, 3218, 
Phone : a613 5221 8311 Mobile : +61 411 020 938 Pax : +613 5221 6055 
Email r ops . g e e l o n @ o c e a n i a m a r i t i m e .  corn. au 

---I- END OF DEPARTUm REPQRT -=--= 



.-- 1~~ June 2007 

To Whom It May Concern 

Dear Sir, 

Due to the strict quarantine regulations of the Australian Quarantine Inspection Service 
(AQIS) covering the discharge of all bulk grain imports into the Newcastle Grain Terminal, 
GrainCorp Operations Limited hire in radio controlled grabs from Bruce Stevens Bulk 
Commodities Ply Ltd. These grabs comply with both AQIS and Graincorp Operations 
Limited vessel discharge requirements covering grab spillage. 

Yours Faithfuly. 

I 

Mark Famham 
Assistant Terminal Manager 
Newcastle Terminal 
02 4982 1480 
0418 273 991 
mfamham@graincorp.com.au 

QnhCorp Op.ntiom Limited 
b*rbar Sb@st Cmbglm NSW 2294 P 0 B c a M . C m b 1  NSW P04 

T 02 4969 1835 F. 02 4961 1059 
ww.glalncorp.corn.au 

h0NYW3a75101 , 
















